Publicis Groupe and The Trade Desk Join Forces
to Champion New Approach to Privacy-First Identity
and Personalization at Scale in a Cookie-less World
The partnership will give birth to a next-generation of personalized media platform,
run exclusively on The Trade Desk DSP and leveraging Epsilon CORE ID
PARIS– April 8, 2021 – Publicis Groupe [Euronext Paris FR0000130577, CAC 40] and The Trade Desk
(NASDAQ: TTD) today announced that they are joining forces to ensure their advertising clients can continue
to build direct and individual relationships with their customers in a cookie-less world, while also protecting
consumer privacy. With the imminent deprecation of third-party cookies on some platforms, and the associated
loss of brand contact with customers, Epsilon and The Trade Desk will unite their ID solutions to champion
personalization at scale and maximize reach.
The partnership will bring interoperability between Epsilon CORE ID and Unified ID 2.0, enabling clients to
engage with consumers on an individual level across all channels, maximizing return on advertising investment
and transparency with full self-service features. Initially developed by The Trade Desk, Unified ID 2.0 is an
industry-wide initiative to pioneer an upgraded alternative to third-party cookies.
Not only will this partnership benefit advertisers, but it will also enable publishers to optimize monetization of
their content by preserving the value exchange of relevant advertising.
The unique combination of the open-sourced Unified ID 2.0 with Epsilon’s 250m transaction-verified CORE ID,
will create a next-generation personalized media platform, powered by real identities and fueled by Publicis
Media’s leadership position in the United States.
On the one hand, Publicis Groupe clients will be able to activate the CORE ID on The Trade Desk’s industryleading demand-side platform (DSP) to reach people with personalized messages across display, video, social,
connected TV, native and audio.
On the other, The Trade Desk will become the exclusive DSP partner for Epsilon’s comprehensive CORE
ID offerings, in addition to Epsilon-owned platforms. The CORE ID’s intelligence will be available to enrich
campaigns run through The Trade Desk, for all advertisers to increase audience segmentation and deliver
better results.
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Arthur Sadoun, Chairman and CEO of Publicis Groupe said: “We haven’t waited to act in the face of the
disappearance of third-party cookies, which will have a major impact on our clients and our industry.
Not only, we are ensuring that all of our clients have the necessary strategic input and tools to navigate this
new ecosystem and turn this threat into an opportunity. But also, through our partnership with The Trade Desk,
we are building a next generation personalized media platform, powered by real identities to enable them to
speak to their customers on an individual basis across all channels with a unique reach, maximum return on
investment, transparency and full compliance with privacy regulations.
The combined data and technology firepower of Epsilon and The Trade Desk is unique. It will give our clients
a decisive and exclusive competitive advantage to accelerate their growth, reduce their costs and continuously
improve their customer understanding. Thanks to Epsilon’s CORE ID and its interoperability with Unified ID
2.0, we are the only holding company capable of making it happen. We are pleased to partner with Jeff and
his team in this journey to lead the change in our industry.”
Jeff Green, CEO of The Trade Desk said: “Advertisers are looking for a consumer-conscious way to preserve
the value exchange of the internet – free content in exchange for relevant advertising. Together with Publicis
Groupe and Epsilon, as well as a wide range of companies that are developing Unified ID 2.0, we’re creating
this new approach to identity, that will serve as a new common currency across the open internet, and will put
the consumer in the driver’s seat. Making Unified ID 2.0 interoperable with Epsilon’s CORE ID represents a
major step forward. And as part of this new partnership, we look forward to working with Publicis Groupe and
with Epsilon as their exclusive third-party DSP for their CORE ID offerings.”
About Unified ID 2.0
With initial development led by The Trade Desk, Unified ID 2.0 is a new industry-wide approach to internet
identity that preserves the value of relevant advertising, while putting user control and privacy at the forefront.
The ID is an upgrade and an alternative to third-party cookies. Powered by a secured technology that encrypts
and hashes a consumer’s email address for their protection, the solution is open source, interoperable and
non-commercial. Unified ID 2.0 will be governed by an independent group to preserve neutrality.
About Epsilon CORE ID
Grounded in deterministic purchase data and built with privacy by design, CORE ID is the industry’s most
accurate and stable identity management platform representing more than 200 million adults. The strength of
CORE ID, and its lack of reliance on third-party cookies and device IDs, enables Epsilon to identify and serve
98% of its ads to individuals. Epsilon was the only company to be categorized in all four functionality segments
in Forrester Research's "Now Tech: Identity Resolution, Q3 2020": first-person PII identity, onboarding,
embedded digital identity and digital identity.
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About Publicis Groupe – The Power of One
Publicis Groupe [Euronext Paris FR0000130577, CAC 40] is a global leader in communication. The Groupe is
positioned at every step of the value chain, from consulting to execution, combining marketing transformation
and digital business transformation. Publicis Groupe is a privileged partner in its clients’ transformation to
enhance personalization at scale. The Groupe relies on ten expertise concentrated within four main activities:
Communication, Media, Data and Technology. Through a unified and fluid organization, its clients have a
facilitated access to all its expertise in every market. Present in over 100 countries, Publicis Groupe employs
around 80,000 professionals.
www.publicisgroupe.com | Twitter: @PublicisGroupe | Facebook | LinkedIn | YouTube | Viva la Difference!

About Epsilon
Epsilon is the leader in outcome-based marketing. We enable marketing that’s built on proof, not promisesTM.
Through Epsilon PeopleCloud, the marketing platform for personalizing consumer journeys with performance
transparency, Epsilon helps marketers anticipate, activate and prove measurable business outcomes.
Powered by CORE ID®, the most accurate and stable identity management platform representing 200+ million
people, Epsilon’s award-winning data and technology is rooted in privacy by design and underpinned by
powerful AI. With more than 50 years of experience in personalization and performance working with the
world’s top brands, agencies and publishers, Epsilon is a trusted partner leading CRM, digital media, loyalty
and email programs. Positioned at the core of Publicis Groupe, Epsilon is a global company with over 8,000
employees in over 40 offices around the world.
For more information, visit epsilon.com. Follow us on Twitter at @EpsilonMktg.

About The Trade Desk
The Trade Desk™ is a technology company that empowers buyers of advertising. Through its self-service,
cloud-based platform, ad buyers can create, manage, and optimize digital advertising campaigns across ad
formats and devices. Integrations with major data, inventory, and publisher partners ensure maximum reach
and decisioning capabilities, and enterprise APIs enable custom development on top of the platform.
Headquartered in Ventura, CA, The Trade Desk has offices across North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific.
To learn more, visit thetradedesk.com or follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.
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